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Abstract

The use of Modelica as a modelling and simulation language is progressively replacing hand-tuned simulation code written in traditional imperative programming languages. This adoption is fuelled by the availability of libraries to target different application domains, as well as optimizations in Modelica implementations that allow to address larger problems. However, the effort required to extend existing Modelica implementations to support large scale models may not be economically sustainable by the Modelica community. To overcome this barrier, we believe a perspective change is required. Instead of developing, maintaining and optimizing a dedicated codebase, we propose to develop a Modelica implementation by relying on the LLVM state-of-the-art compiler framework. Although this approach will require a higher initial development effort, we believe that it will lead to significantly improved performance as well as lower overall cost. The paper discusses a possible roadmap for such a development, and presents a very early prototype implementation that exploits array structures by avoiding scalar expansion during the code generation process.
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1 Introduction

The high-level, declarative nature of the Modelica language has secured it a widespread adoption across industry and academia alike, bringing DAE-based modeling to many fields where custom simulation codebases had to be developed and maintained.

The performance of mainstream Modelica tools when handling large models has recently improved, mainly thanks to the introduction of sparse solvers (see, e.g. (Braun et al., 2017)). However, for systems approaching or exceeding the one-million equation target the code generation time is unacceptably large, as well as the memory footprint of the generated simulation code, which also has an impact on simulation speed due to CPU cache misses. Efficient simulation of large scale systems, with hundred of thousands to millions of equations, can today only be done with an acceptable compilation and execution performance through hand-written and hand-tuned simulation code. Large-scale models are typical of – and increasingly common in – a variety of relevant application fields: smart grids (Viale et al., 2017) where there is the need to simulate the stability of an electrical network, detailed thermal simulations (Leva et al., 2016) that require to partition physical objects in a large number of finite volumes, coarse-scale fluid dynamics models for simulation studies targeted to energy efficiency (Bonvini and Leva, 2011). Several more examples could be reported that we omit for brevity.

In crafting hand-written simulation codes optimized to scale to millions of equations, the human designer follows an integrated approach, by coordinating optimizations that are specific of the simulation domain (such as exploiting sparsity in the model, causality and tearing) and optimizations specific of the computer architecture domain (such as loop optimizations, cache optimizations, vectorization and parallelization).

Although the need to extend existing Modelica implementations to support large models is recognized by the Modelica community (Frenkel et al., 2011; Casella, 2015), significant effort is still required to effectively support large-scale systems. Existing Modelica toolchains are mainly targeted at medium-sized models, and therefore perform heavy structural analysis optimization passes along the translation process. These operations scale poorly for large-scale system. Furthermore, the C-code generation phase does not take into account architectural optimizations, and simply generates unoptimized C code. This approach passes the burden of optimization to the C compiler, to the detriment to both the overall translation efficiency and runtime performance.

A major issue concerning the generation of C code (or any other imperative language, for that matter) is that it is structurally impossible to make the compiler aware of structural properties of the code that could allow further optimizations. Such properties are an obvious consequence of the structural properties of the Modelica code. They can only be preserved by skipping the generation of an intermediate imperative code and by using an intermediate representation instead. One such property, for example, is guaranteeing the absence of pointer aliasing. A C compiler could in principle infer some of such properties from the generated C code, but there is no guarantee that such inference is complete and a lot of time would be wasted recovering information that was already known in the beginning. Moreover, existing Modelica workflows lose additional information during the flattening phase, such as arrays and looping constructs, and as a consequence the generated C code does not exploit exist-
ing CPU architectures effectively.

Significant performance improvements of Modelica tools could thus be achieved if an integrated approach is adopted, where high-level information from the Modeloica source, instead of being transferred to an imperative language compiler, is used directly to produce architecture-optimized machine code, effectively resulting in a Modelica-to-binary-code workflow.

Summarizing, in this paper we argue that to scale the Modelica language to large-scale problems, a change of perspective is required, where a Modelica compiler – not just a translator – can perform model-specific and architectural-specific optimizations in an integrated way. Our proposal aims at improving the code generation process without any impact on the Modelica syntax and semantics. Thus, being fully compatible with existing Modelica models and libraries. However, our vision involves the re-design of portions of the existing compilation-related language specifications – e.g. the flattening.

We argue that to achieve this result in a cost-effective way, and without redesigning from scratch a complex code generation infrastructure and porting it to existing and future CPU architectures, said Modelica compiler has to be integrated in an existing compiler framework. For this reason, we propose to design a Modelica compiler integrated in LLVM (Lattner and Adve, 2004), which is a state of the art compiler framework, designed with the explicit goals of modularity and extensibility. The authors form an inter-disciplinary research group within the Dipartimento di Elettronica, Informazione e Bioingegneria of Politecnico di Milano, which includes strong competences in the areas of Modelica and object-oriented modelling and simulation, Computer Architectures, and Compiler Design.

This on-going work is today at a very early stage of development. The main goal of this paper is thus to present this group’s vision and roadmap, as well as to present some initial results of a very early prototype.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the state of the art of the support of large-scale models in Modelica tools. Section 3 shows a motivating example for the proposal, while Section 4 presents in detail our roadmap toward the development of a highly optimized Modelica compiler for large-scale systems. Section 5 illustrates the activities we carried out so far, and finally Section 6 ends the paper with some concluding remarks.

2 State of The Art

We now briefly describes the state of the art in order to motivate the presented research. Section 2.1 looks at the matter from the Modelica side, evidencing in particular some emerging application domains that require a technological evolution on the part of Modelica tools. Section 2.2 conversely takes the compiler technology standpoint, in a view to sketching out how recent developments in that domain could help realize the mentioned evolution.

2.1 The Modelica Side

As discussed in (Casella, 2015), the architecture of current mainstream Modelica tools was designed with individual systems in mind: one robot (possibly two cooperating robots), one hybrid car, one power plant, one air conditioning system, etc., which could be handled by expanding the system model all the way down to its scalar equations, performing optimization on them, and eventually generating code to solve them with ODE solvers using dense matrix algebra. In fact, the very same Modelica Language specification (The Modelica Association, 2017) describes the flattening process with reference to individual scalar variables.

Unfortunately, this approach does not scale well when large-scale systems and systems of systems are modelled. The potential application domains include power generation and transmission systems, smart grids, smart district heating systems with heat pumps (possibly integrated with smart grids), simulation of huge fleets of interacting autonomous cars, building energy management simulation (BEMS), and all kinds of future internet-of-things and cyber-physical systems, whose behaviour is the result of the interaction of a large number of physical entities, interacting through a communication network and controlled by centralized and distributed control systems.

The availability of high-quality, open-source, general-purpose sparse solvers such as IDA, Kinsol, and KLU has recently triggered an effort to include support of sparse solvers in Modelica tools, as well as alternative approaches to the simulation of Modelica models that do not rely on the causalization of the system equations but use direct DAE solvers once the system has been symbolically brought to index 1, see (Braun et al., 2017). However, the structural analysis of the system equations, and the consequent code generation, is still carried out on a fully flattened and expanded system.

Some work has been carried out in the past on methods to carry out the structural analysis of the system while keeping repetitive structures such as arrays of variables and loop equations as atomic entities, see (Arzt et al., 2014), possibly also considering issues such as CPU cache misses in the generated code, see (Schuchart et al., 2015). (Zimmer, 2009) proposed methods to exploit the object-oriented structure of large system models, rather than going through full flattening of the equations, in order to come up with more efficient code generation strategies. Unfortunately, all these attempts have remained confined to the stage of concept or prototype implementation, but never made it into mainstream Modelica compiler technology.

2.2 The Compiler Technology Side

Compiler technology, while being from several points of view a mature research field, is still evolving. Modern compilers are very costly to develop, ranging in the tens to hundreds of person-years to reach full maturity when
starting from scratch. As a result, the ability to translate and from multiple source and target languages is a highly desirable feature, as it allows to pool resources in the development of the large portion of a compiler that is neither target-dependent nor source-dependent.

Since many compiler transformations are fairly general (e.g., loop transformations (Bacon et al., 1994; Grosser et al., 2011) such a loop unrolling or loop tiling apply in the same way to all loops with the same induction variable evolution), re-implementing them for a new language is unlikely to provide any beneficial effect, and is instead likely to cost additional time in development, optimization, and bug fixing. Actually, the benefits of pooling development resources in this manner are so massive that it is preferable to abstract some target and language properties (e.g., the size of C integer types for a given target machine) into codified data structures in order to maximize the fraction of the compilation that can be handled by otherwise target-independent, source-independent tools. Thus, a modern compiler is usually implemented on top of a compiler framework, a collection of libraries for manipulating and storing an intermediate representation, that is a set of data structures that are semantically equivalent to the original program.

As a result of this trend, the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) dominated the compiler market for decades. However, advanced software does not always age well, and adding more and more optimisation passes forced GCC to stretch the limits of its original design, for instance by adding multiple intermediate representations to supplement the original RTL, which was deemed too low-level to allow certain optimisations.

Nowadays, the industry is increasingly supporting the LLVM compiler framework (Lattner and Adve, 2004) as a more streamlined and modern alternative, leveraging a single, low-level intermediate representation, but capitalising an improved ability to perform loop transformations on lower lever representations. Thanks to the support from multiple large companies such as Google, Apple, Arm, and Sony, LLVM was able to catch up a 20+ years development gap, reaching a position of industry standard in a mere decade from its introduction in 2004. As anticipated and better detailed in Section 4 later on, we propose to develop a Modelica compiler based on LLVM. This choice will in our opinion entail advantages as for both simulation code efficiency and compiler maintainability.

Regarding efficiency, some optimizations were already mentioned, namely operating under the guarantee of no pointer aliasing. Others are for example loop optimizations, on which some words are spent later on. In addition, not going through an imperative language allows the compiler to preserve the non-ordered character of the model (equations in Modelica) as opposed to the ordered nature e.g. of C vectors. When vectors are created to host variables in current mainstream Modelica tools, the order in which these occupy a vector is chosen without any conscience of the consequences on the final machine code. For example, on two different architectures, the same vector order can result in very different cache management efficiencies. A C compiler is inherently incapable of swapping two elements in a vector, as this would alter the semantics of the C program. The same operation however does not alter the semantics of the model, for which the order of variables in vectors is irrelevant.

Coming to the creation and maintenance of the envisaged compiler, a distinctive feature of this research is that LLVM-based compiler development mostly concerns imperative languages, while Modelica is declarative. Despite the problems that will surely be encountered, adopting the LLVM framework is keen to produce benefits also from this viewpoint. When considering a highly specialized declarative language such as Modelica, one may come to the wrong conclusion that the majority of transformations required by the code generation process will be strictly language-dependent, and thus to be developed from scratch. In fact, this is actually not the case, as most of the primitives that are provided in an optimized way by the LLVM framework can readily be used in the Modelica context. For example, the well-known equation-variable matching phase of the code generation process starting from Modelica models corresponds to a graph manipulation problem for which LLVM provides the basic data structures (nodes, arcs). In fact, it turns out that the standard matching algorithm is already implemented efficiently in LLVM, because it represents the basic foundation of other types of data-flow analysis, so it can be readily re-used.

3 Motivating Example

As a motivating example for our research, in this section we show and briefly comment an experiment that was performed to understand the current scalability gap between Modelica toolchains and optimized handwritten code.

Consider the Modelica benchmark code in Listing 1. The code represents a simple 1D thermal model, describing thermal conduction in a solid copper wire divided in \( nx \) sections of equal length. Just as in the Scalable Test Suite (Casella, 2015), this model can be simulated with a progressively large \( nx \), to observe the scalability of a Modelica toolchain.

The model was tested with a number of equations ranging from 10 to 1 million, using OpenModelica 1.13.0 and Dymola 2018. In both toolchains, an explicit Euler integration algorithm was used. The platform used to run the experiments is a NUMA node with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 V3 CPUs (@3.2 GHz), and 128 GB of DDR4 mem-
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Listings 1 and 2. Thermal conduction benchmark and optimized C++ implementation.

```c
model Thermal1D
parameter Integer nx = 1000;
parameter Real area = 0.0005*2*3.14;//m^2
parameter Real nlength = 0.1; //m
parameter Real conductivity = 401; //W/m.K
parameter Real specheatcap = 385; //J/Kg.K
parameter Real density = 8960; //Kg/m^3
parameter Real Thi = 400+273.15; //K
parameter Real Tlo = 20+273.15; //K
parameter Real g = conductivity * area / nlength;
parameter Real c = specheatcap * area / nlength;
Real T[nx];
end for;
equation
c * der(T[1]) = g * (T[2] - T[1]) + 2.0 * g * (Thi - T[1]);
c * der(T[nx]) = g * (T[nx-1] - T[nx]) + 2.0 * g * (Tlo - T[nx]);
end for;
```

```c
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
    #ifdef PRINT
    std::swap(x,xo);
    #endif
    return 1;
}
```

From the tables, two main facts can be noted. First, the current generation of Modelica translators is, at least in this simple example, around two orders of magnitude slower than hand-tuned code. Second, the tables evidence the effects of the loss of model structure in current Modelica translators. The flattening of loop constructs results in a source and binary code size that grows linearly with respect to the number of equations in the system, while this does not happen in the handwritten code. As a smaller code size translates to better cache locality, this difference can at least partially explain the improved simulation performance of hand tuned code.

However, there is no theoretical reason why an optimizing Modelica compiler could not generate as efficient
We also believe that, given the functionality offered by the LLVM framework, this objective can be achieved with an effort that will be abundantly rewarded in terms of efficiency, scalability and, last but not least, maintainability. The performance of the LLVM framework will further improve over time thanks to the efforts of the very active community working on it, which is much wider than the community of Modelica tool developers.

The roadmap laid out here is based on three main assumptions:

- in the future there will be a growing interest in the simulation of large-scale, modular Modelica models of ever-increasing size;
- such large-scale models are built by connecting a very large number of instances of a relatively small number of models, which only differ by the numerical values of their parameters – this is possibly (but not necessarily!) done via arrays of variables and models;
- virtually all modular models are characterized by local interaction, i.e., most (if not all) the components in the system interact with a small number of neighbours only, which means that the corresponding DAE system has a very high degree of sparsity and $O(N)$ non-zero entries in the incidence matrix, $N$ being the number of instantiated models.

The Modelica compiler we are aiming to build will exploit these features to achieve highly efficient and optimized simulation code generation and execution. This will be obtained by working on two lines of development, Line A and Line B, which are orthogonal and can be carried out simultaneously. Line B is partitioned into two subsequent phases, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The development of our proposed compiler will follow two lines, Line A (compiler backend) and Line B (compiler frontend), partitioned into Phase B1 and Phase B2.

4 Roadmap

Given the considerations laid out so far, it is the authors’ opinion that producing highly optimized binary code from a Modelica model is possible. The process we envision first translates the Modelica code into an LLVM intermediate representation (LLVM-IR), and then turns that directly into architecture-optimized machine code. Such an approach exploits all the structural information and metadata that comes from the original Modelica model to the fullest extent.

4.1 Line A

Line A focuses on the improvement of the Modelica compiler backend by directly integrating with the LLVM compiler framework. The Modelica code will be translated directly into an LLVM-IR, which retains all the structural information that can be extracted from the original Modelica code. This will allow the generation of machine code which is optimized thanks to this information, as well as all the available information about the target hardware architecture.
The traditional intermediate C (or C++) code generation will thus be skipped, drastically reducing the code generation time while at the same time allowing more optimizations to be performed faster.

### 4.2 Line B

Line B focuses on the Modelica compiler frontend, which extends from the Modelica source code parsing to the transformation of the DAE equations in a form that can be passed to a DAE solver.

#### 4.2.1 Phase B1

The traditional Modelica code generation toolchains are based on the complete flattening of the object-oriented features and on the expansion of arrays and unrolling of for loops. In fact, the very same Modelica Language Specification is written with this assumption in mind.

The goal of this line is to preserve arrays, for loops, and in general the object-oriented structure of the models as much as possible, in order to factor out common behaviour (= equations) in large-scale models. Thus it is possible to achieve much faster code generation, a much smaller memory footprint, and hence much faster code execution thanks to the vastly reduced chances of cache misses, among other optimizations sought after in Line A. Of course the generated code should eventually lead to the solution of a system of equations which is equivalent to the one that would be obtained by applying the full flattening and expansion mentioned in the Modelica Specification.

The main idea is that the machine-code function to compute the residuals of DAE (and their directional derivatives) in an object which is instantiated many times in the system should only be generated once and then called many times using different inputs and outputs corresponding to the specific variables of each instance.

The concept should be then extended to cover hybrid systems, involving the equations in when clauses, the clocked equations and the zero-crossing functions which are also repeated many times in the large-scale model. The very nice feature of this approach is that the code generation time and the generated machine code footprint scales as \( O(1) \) for a large system with \( N \) components.

This approach requires the use of direct sparse DAE solvers, such as IDA, which avoids the need of causalization and allows to preserve an N:1 mapping (possibly with some optimizations such as alias elimination) between each equation in for loops or model arrays and the corresponding function computing the residual of the equation in the DAE system. This would not possible if the system were causalized, turning it into a set of ODEs, because in general the causalization destroys such N:1 correspondence, depending on the specific causality relationships in the overall system model.

In fact, such an N:1 mapping can be applied to the vast majority of the DAE equations a typical large-scale system model. However, a small set of equations remains that needs a special handling, that will be carried out following the traditional approach for simplicity.

The first sub-set in this set of equations is given by the equations corresponding to flow variables in connection sets. Assuming there are no redundant connection statements in a connection set, a statement such as \( \text{connect}(a,b) \) can be directly mapped into the equations \( 0 = a*v_{nf} - b*v_{nf} \) with an N:1 mapping only for the non-flow variables \( v_{nf} \). The equations for flow variables, instead, can only be generated once the connection sets have been computed, a task that can only be performed by analyzing the fully assembled system; only one flow equation per connection set is eventually generated.

The second sub-set is given by the auxiliary equations needed to generate the results of \( \text{inStream()} \) operators. Also in this case it is necessary to analyze the connection sets of the full system model, since the expression of the results of the \( \text{inStream()} \) operator depends on the cardinality of the set and on the \( \min \) attribute of the flow variables of each involved connector.

The third sub-set involves DAE systems of index greater than one. If the system is known a-priori to have index one, as it is e.g. the case of phasor-based power generation and transmission system models, then this is empty and there is no need of further processing. The a-priori assumption of structural index one could be declared by a suitable annotation of the model. Otherwise it is necessary to flatten and expand the system model all the way down to scalar components, run the matching algorithm and in case of failure due to structural high index, run Pantelides’ algorithm, which will identify algebraic constraint equations between variables that appear differentiated in the model, differentiate them and add them to the original set of DAEs. The dummy-derivatives algorithm will also require to select the state set (statically or dynamically), and to demote some derivatives to dummy derivatives, hence a provision must be made to identify as dummy derivatives some elements of un-expanded arrays of derivatives, that are handled by the \( O(1) \) efficient code described above. Eventually, the DAE solver will be passed the residuals and Jacobian of a reduced-order index-1 system.

Note that in Phase B1 we still need to expand all non index-1 systems, as in the current state-of-the-art Modelica compilers. We postpone the exploitation of optimizations opportunities for higher-index system to the B2 phase. This milestone partitioning allows us to reach a working compiler in shorter time by prioritizing the optimization of index-1 systems.

Summing up, a straightforward implementation of the tool requires to fully flatten and expand the model to scalar components, build the connection sets on it, and then run the standard structural analysis algorithms on it. Note that this fully expanded model will not be used directly for code generation, but only to perform structural analysis. The actual code generation process will start from an un-expanded version of the model, in order to achieve \( O(1) \) performance as much as possible.
This processing phase on the fully expanded model requires $O(N)$ time, so it doesn’t scale as well as the generation of equations that have an N:1 mapping, which scales as $O(1)$ as discussed above. However, experience carried out by some of the authors with the OpenModelica compiler shows clearly that the time and memory resources involved in these specific phases of the processing of a fully flattened model are a tiny fraction (5–10% at most) of the total. Hence, a performance improvement of at least one order of magnitude is expected by following this approach, compared to the traditional approach of running all the code generation phases on the fully flattened system.

As to the runtime performance of the executable simulation code, it has to be noted that the cardinality of the additional set of equations that need to be generated from the fully expanded model (connection equations for flow variables, equations defining `inStream()` outputs and equations differentiated by Pantelides’ algorithm) is again a very tiny fraction (a few percentage point at most) of the total number of equations of the system. This means that the penalty on the runtime performance and memory footprint of these equations not being handled in an array- and object-oriented-structure-preserving way will be very small, compared to what happens when a traditional full flattening and expansion approach is followed.

### 4.2.2 Phase B2

Once the development of Phase B1 is complete, it would be possible to focus on the modularization of the structural analysis algorithms. The current state-of-the-art approaches work only on scalar variables. In this phase, a generalized version of such algorithms will be designed, which can handle entire arrays and sets of equations from for loops, or from arrays of models as individual $E$ and $V$ nodes.

On one hand, this modularization would further improve the performance and the scalability of the tool. On the other hand, developing such generalized algorithms that work efficiently in all cases could turn out to be quite a hard task. Therefore, the ratio between the development effort and the performance gains is probably going to be much less spectacular than the one that can be achieved by completing Phase B1. It is the authors’ opinion that this kind of optimization is worth considering only after the optimizations described in Phase B1 have been fully exploited.

### 5 On-Going Work

Since the second half of 2018, we started the implementation of a compiler prototype to materialize the effort discussed in Section 4. The development of such prototype is being addressed in a master’s thesis work that aims at demonstrating the benefits of the efficient exploitation of arrays and equation loops. Due to time and resource limitations, the current prototype is still in a very preliminary state.

The focus of this thesis work is avoiding the generation of redundant code that is obtained when the conventional flattening-based approach based is followed. At the moment authors are writing, our prototype is limited to the handling of flat models with no object-oriented structures. Structural analysis is still not implemented, so that only the dense version of the IDA DAE solver can be used. Last, but not least, the direct LLVM-IR code generation is not yet in place, and the prototype still generates C code that is then compiled by clang into executable code.

As a consequence, the performance of our compiler prototype on large-scale models is still very far from the objectives stated in the roadmap. That said, our prototype can handle simple Modelica models with arrays and for loops, producing correct simulation results. The improvements currently supported by our prototype lie in the code generation stage. We aim at the preservation of the data- and code-structures concepts as they are written in the Modelica source code. In particular, we avoid to perform the *vector expansion* whenever it is possible. Thus, we generate a residual function that features loops over variables. Our compiler generates a compact code that better exploits instruction locality with respect to the code generated by OpenModelica.

Another improvement over the OpenModelica code generation consists in the reduced modularity of the residual function. OpenModelica generates a single C function for each equation to be described. This approach is fairly convenient for debugging purposes, as it allows to trace the effects of the single equation from the source code to the executable binary. However, it implies a non-trivial overhead due to function call instructions at runtime, and this overhead is not paid back through code reuse, as these functions are only called once. We reduce this overhead during the code generation stage in two ways. The first optimization is a direct consequence of the loop preservation: whenever there is an equation within a loop body, we reuse the same code at each iteration of the loop. The second optimization consists in the inlining of functions, to be performed before the code generation. Instead of generating an independent C function and respective call instructions to invoke it, we directly place the code of that function in the residual function. This second optimization can be performed at almost zero cost during the code generation stage, as opposed to later forcing the compiler to analyze the emitted code as a whole.

Although preliminary results on small dense systems supported by our prototype are promising, actual direct performance comparisons on meaningful test cases against mainstream Modelica translators will become significant as soon as the support for the sparse version of the IDA solver is implemented. This effort and the replacement of the intermediate C code generation pass with the LLVM-IR one are planned to be carried out in 2019.
6 Conclusions

In this paper, we are proposing to realise a Modelica compiler based on a compiler framework, namely LLVM. The presented research is carried out by a group at the Politecnico di Milano, putting together knowledge and experience about Modelica and its use for a wide variety of applications, about computer architectures, and about compiler science and technology.

We have motivated our proposal based on current trends observed in the problems that Modelica models need to address, with particular (yet not exclusive) reference to large-scale systems.

We have argued that not passing through the generation of source code in an imperative language can yield improvements in terms of wider optimization possibilities, as the semantics of a language like C inherently causes a loss of information about the semantics of the original model, that could be exploited to tailor the code to its target architecture.

We have also noticed that the huge effort spent, and the vast community involved in compiler frameworks, quite certainly entail future benefits in terms of compiler standardization and maintainability.

We have shown a motivating example to support our statements, defined a roadmap for future activities, and briefly described what we carried out so far.

We hope that this paper fosters a discussion in the Modelica community, and that our proposal can be a basis for a future generation of efficient, architecturally flexible and easily maintainable Modelica compilers.
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